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The Geography of You and Me - Jennifer E.
Smith 2014-04-15
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Lucy lives on the twenty-fourth floor. Owen lives
in the basement. It's fitting, then, that they meet
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in the middle -- stuck between two floors of a
New York City apartment building, on an
elevator rendered useless by a citywide
blackout. After they're rescued, Lucy and Owen
spend the night wandering the darkened streets
and marveling at the rare appearance of stars
above Manhattan. But once the power is back, so
is reality. Lucy soon moves abroad with her
parents, while Owen heads out west with his
father. The brief time they spend together leaves
a mark. And as their lives take them to
Edinburgh and to San Francisco, to Prague and
to Portland, Lucy and Owen stay in touch
through postcards, occasional e-mails, and
phone calls. But can they -- despite the odds -find a way to reunite? Smartly observed and
wonderfully romantic, Jennifer E. Smith's new
novel shows that the center of the world isn't
necessarily a place. Sometimes, it can be a
person.
Fly on the Wall - E. Lockhart 2008-12-18
"I think this might be the best YA novel . . . I've
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

ever read." —John Green From E. Lockhart,
author of We Were Liars—the New York Times
bestselling phenomenon—and the uproarious
and heartwarming Ruby Oliver books, comes a
fast-paced and hysterically funny novel that
answers the question: What would it be like to
be a fly on the wall in the boy's locker room? At
the Manhattan School for Art and Music, where
everyone is “different” and everyone is “special,”
Gretchen Yee feels ordinary. She’s the kind of
girl who sits alone at lunch, drawing pictures of
Spider-Man, so she won’t have to talk to anyone;
who has a crush on Titus but won’t do anything
about it; who has no one to hang out with when
her best (and only real) friend Katya is busy. One
day, Gretchen wishes that she could be a fly on
the wall in the boys’ locker room–just to learn
more about guys. What are they really like?
What do they really talk about? Are they really
cretins most of the time? Fly on the Wall is the
story of how that wish comes true.
The Boy Book - E. Lockhart 2008-04-22
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From E. Lockhart, author of the highly
acclaimed, New York Times bestseller We Were
Liars, which John Green called "utterly
unforgettable," comes The Boy Book, the second
book in the uproarious and heartwarming Ruby
Oliver novels. Here is how things stand at the
beginning of newly-licensed driver Ruby Oliver's
junior year at Tate Prep: • Kim: Not speaking.
But far away in Tokyo. • Cricket: Not speaking. •
Nora: Speaking--sort of. Chatted a couple times
this summer when they bumped into each other
outside of school--once shopping in the U
District, and once in the Elliot Bay Bookstore.
But she hadn't called Ruby, or anything. • Noel:
Didn't care what anyone thinks. • Meghan:
Didn't have any other friends. • Dr. Z: Speaking.
• And Jackson. The big one. Not speaking. But,
by Winter Break, a new job, an unlikely but
satisfying friend combo, additional entries to The
Boy Book and many difficult decisions help Ruby
to see that there is, indeed, life outside the Tate
Universe.
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

Again Again - E. Lockhart 2021-06-15
This twisty novel from the New York Times
bestselling author of We Were Liars and Genuine
Fraud asks: What if there were infinite universes
and infinite ways to fall in love? If you could live
your life again, what would you do differently?
After a near-fatal family catastrophe and an
unexpected romantic upheaval, Adelaide
Buchwald finds herself catapulted into a summer
of wild possibility, during which she will fall in
and out of love a thousand times--while finally
confronting the secrets she keeps, her ideas
about love, and the weird grandiosity of the
human mind. A raw, funny story that will
surprise you over and over, Again Again gives us
an indelible heroine grappling with the terrible
and wonderful problem of loving other people.
"Inventive, philosophical and romantic." --GAYLE
FORMAN, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of If I Stay
Like It Never Happened - Emily Adrian
2015-06-02
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Stereotypes, sexuality, and destructive rumors
collide in this smart YA novel for fans of Sara
Zarr’s Story of a Girl, Siobhan Vivian’s The List,
and E. Lockhart’s The Disreputable History of
Frankie Landau-Banks. When Rebecca Rivers
lands the lead in her school’s production of The
Crucible, she gets to change roles in real life,
too. She casts off her old reputation, grows close
with her four rowdy cast-mates, and kisses the
extremely handsome Charlie Lamb onstage.
Even Mr. McFadden, the play’s critical director,
can find no fault with Rebecca. Though “The
Essential Five” vow never to date each other,
Rebecca can’t help her feelings for Charlie,
leaving her both conflicted and lovestruck. But
the on and off-stage drama of the cast is eclipsed
by a life-altering accusation that threatens to
destroy everything…even if some of it is just
make believe.
Shadow Country - Peter Matthiessen
2008-08-19
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER •
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

“Altogether gripping, shocking, and brilliantly
told, not just a tour de force in its stylistic range,
but a great American novel, as powerful a
reading experience as nearly any in our
literature.”—Michael Dirda, The New York
Review of Books Killing Mister Watson, Lost
Man’s River, and Bone by Bone—Peter
Matthiessen’s great American epic about
Everglades sugar planter and notorious outlaw
E. J. Watson on the wild Florida frontier at the
turn of the twentieth century—were originally
conceived as one vast, mysterious novel. Now, in
this bold new rendering, Matthiessen has
marvelously distilled a monumental work while
deepening the insights and motivations of his
characters with brilliant rewriting throughout.
Praise for Shadow Country “Magnificent . . .
breathtaking . . . Finally now we have [this
three-part saga] welded like a bell, and with
Watson’s song the last sound, all the elements
fuse and resonate.”—Los Angeles Times “Peter
Matthiessen has done great things with the
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Watson trilogy. It’s the story of our continent,
both land and people, and his writing does every
justice to the blood fury of his themes.”—Don
DeLillo “The fiction of Peter Matthiessen is the
reason a lot of people in my generation decided
to be writers. No doubt about it. Shadow
Country lives up to anyone’s highest
expectations for great writing.” —Richard Ford
“Shadow Country, Matthiessen’s distillation of
the earlier Watson saga, represents his original
vision. It is the quintessence of his lifelong
concerns, and a great legacy.”—W. S. Merwin
“[An] epic masterpiece . . . a great American
novel.”—The Miami Herald
Genuine Fraud - E. Lockhart 2017-09-05
"A brilliant, twisty thriller--I loved it!" —KAREN
M. MCMANUS, bestselling author of One of Us
is Lying From the author of We Were Liars,
which John Green called "utterly unforgettable,"
comes a mind-bending, New York Times
bestselling thriller told in reverse. "Compulsively
readable." —Entertainment Weekly "An addictive
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

and shocking feminist thriller." —Lena Dunham
Imogen lives at the Playa Grande Resort in Cabo
San Lucas, Mexico. She spends her days working
out in the hotel gym and telling other guests
how she was forced out of Stanford. But Imogen
isn't really Imogen. She's Jule. And she's on the
run from something. Or someone. Which means .
. . where is the real Imogen? Rewind: Jule and
Imogen are the closest of friends. Obsessed with
each other, even. Imogen is an orphan, an
heiress; she and Jule spend a summer together
in a house on Martha's Vineyard, sharing secrets
they'd never reveal to another soul. But that was
months ago. Where is Immie now? And why is
Jule using her name? "You will devour it."
—Gayle Forman, bestselling author of If I Stay
“Fans of E. Lockhart’s We Were Liars will love
this . . . and definitely won’t see the ending
coming.” —HelloGiggles Online “Tangled
secrets, diabolical lies and, ultimately, a mindblowing outcome are crafted with the plotted
precision we expect (and love!) from E.
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Lockhart.” —Justine Magazine “Moves at a
breakneck speed.” —Marie Claire “As with E.
Lockhart's previous novel, the best-selling "We
Were Liars," [readers] will likely finish the last
page and flip right back to the beginning to
search for clues they missed.” —Chicago Tribune
Don't miss, Family of Liars, the eagerly
anticipated prequel to the New York Times
Bestselling phenomenon, We Were Liars.
Available in May 2022!
The Disreputable History of Frankie LandauBanks - E. Lockhart 2015-01-02
Frankie Landau-Banks at age 14: Debate Club.
Her father's 'bunny rabbit'. A mildly geeky girl
attending a highly competitive boarding school.
Frankie Landau-Banks at age 15: A knockout
figure. A sharp tongue. A chip on her shoulder.
And a gorgeous new senior boyfriend: the
supremely goofy, word-obsessed Matthew
Livingston. Frankie Landau-Banks: No longer
the kind of girl to take 'no' for an answer.
Especially when 'no' means she's excluded from
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

her boyfriend's all-male secret society. Not when
her ex-boyfriend shows up in the strangest of
places. Not when she knows she's smarter than
any of them. When she knows Matthew's lying to
her. And when there are so many, many pranks
to be done. Frankie Landau-Banks at age 16:
Possibly a criminal mastermind. This is the story
of how she got that way.
The Disreputable History of Frankie LandauBanks - E. Lockhart 2008-03-25
The acclaimed author of "Dramarama" and "The
Boy Book" now delivers a story about a girl who
goes from being mildly geeky to a teenage
knockout to--a criminal mastermind?
The Unfinished Life of Addison Stone: A
Novel - Adele Griffin 2014-08-12
For fans of Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar
Children, Girl, Interrupted, and A.S. King,
National Book Award-finalist Adele Griffin tells
the fully illustrated story of a brilliant young
artist, her mysterious death, and the fandom
that won't let her go. From the moment she
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stepped foot in NYC, Addison Stone’s subversive
street art made her someone to watch, and her
violent drowning left her fans and critics craving
to know more. I conducted interviews with those
who knew her best—including close friends,
family, teachers, mentors, art dealers,
boyfriends, and critics—and retraced the
tumultuous path of Addison's life. I hope I can
shed new light on what really happened the
night of July 28. —Adele Griffin From the
Hardcover edition.
The Disreputable History of Frankie LandauBanks - E. Lockhart 2009-09-17
The hilarious and razor-sharp story of how one
girl went from geek to patriarchy-smashing
criminal mastermind in two short years, from the
#1 New York Times bestselling author of We
Were Liars and Genuine Fraud. Frankie LandauBanks at age 14: Debate Club. Her father's
"bunny rabbit." A mildly geeky girl attending a
highly competitive boarding school. Frankie
Landau-Banks at age 15: A knockout figure. A
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

sharp tongue. A chip on her shoulder. And a
gorgeous new senior boyfriend: the supremely
goofy, word-obsessed Matthew Livingston.
Frankie Landau-Banks. No longer the kind of girl
to take "no" for an answer. Especially when "no"
means she's excluded from her boyfriend's allmale secret society. Not when her ex-boyfriend
shows up in the strangest of places. Not when
she knows she's smarter than any of them. When
she knows Matthew's lying to her. And when
there are so many, many pranks to be done.
Frankie Landau-Banks, at age 16: Possibly a
criminal mastermind. This is the story of how
she got that way. * National Book Award finalist
** Printz Honor * -The Secret Story of Sonia Rodriguez - Alan
Lawrence Sitomer 2018-12-04
Sonia Rodriguez was born in the United States,
but her parents are Mexican immigrants who
came to California before she was born. Her
father has three Social Security numbers, her
mother is pregnant (again), and neither of them
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speaks English. Sonia's mother spends most of
her time in bed, watching soap operas, and
letting Sonia clean up after her brothers. Sonia's
father works dutifully to support his family, but
he knows that his daughter's dreams are bigger
than making tamales for family get-togethers.
When Sonia attempts to put school work before
her familia, her mother decides that it's time for
Sonia to visit her grandmother in Mexico to
learn "the ways of the old world." While in
Mexico, Sonia gets to know her wise
grandmother and her cousin Maria, who teach
her that while familia is important, the most
important thing is to follow your heart. Sonia
returns to the States determined to succeed in
school, but the birth of her new twin siblings,
inappropriate advances from her drunk uncle
(Drunkle), and a forbidden relationship with an
El Salvadorian boy push school to the back
burner. If only Sonia can find the time to cook
dinner, secretly meet with her boyfriend, avoid
her Drunkle, AND finish her homework, she just
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

might be able to graduate from high school. . . .
We Come Apart - Sarah Crossan 2017-02-09
YA rising stars Sarah Crossan and Brian
Conaghan join forces to break readers' hearts in
this contemporary story of star-cross'd lovers.
Jess would never have looked twice at Nicu if
her friends hadn't left her in the lurch. Nicu is
all big eyes and ill-fitting clothes, eager as a
puppy, even when they're picking up litter in the
park for community service. He's so not her
type. Appearances matter to Jess. She's got a lot
to hide. Nicu thinks Jess is beautiful. His dad
brought Nicu and his mum here for a better life,
but now all they talk about is going back home
to find Nicu a wife. The last thing Nicu wants is
to get married. He wants to get educated, do
better, stay here in England. But his dad's fists
are the most powerful force in Nicu's life, and in
the end, he'll have to do what his dad wants. As
Nicu and Jess get closer, their secrets come to
the surface like bruises. The only safe place they
have is with each other. But they can't be
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together, forever, and stay safe – can they? An
extraordinary, high-impact, high-emotion
collaboration between two Carnegie honoured
rising stars of YA. Perfect for fans of Patrick
Ness, Malorie Blackman, Rainbow Rowell and
John Green. Sarah Crossan received the 2016
CILIP Carnegie Medal for her astonishing novel
One, which also won the YA Book Prize,CBI Book
of the Year Award and the CliPPA Poetry Award.
Brian Conaghan's powerful debut, When Mr Dog
Bites, was shortlisted for the CILIP Carnegie
Medal, Peters Book of the Year and CBI Book of
the Year Award.
The Boyfriend List - E. Lockhart 2009-01-16
From E. Lockhart, author of the highly
acclaimed, New York Times bestseller We Were
Liars, which John Green called "utterly
unforgettable," comes The Boyfriend List, the
first book in the uproarious and heartwarming
Ruby Oliver novels. Ruby Oliver is 15 and has a
shrink. She knows it’s unusual, but give her a
break—she’s had a rough 10 days. In the past 10
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

days she: lost her boyfriend (#13 on the list),
lost her best friend (Kim), lost all her other
friends (Nora, Cricket), did something suspicious
with a boy (#10), did something advanced with a
boy (#15), had an argument with a boy (#14),
drank her first beer (someone handed it to her),
got caught by her mom (ag!), had a panic attack
(scary), lost a lacrosse game (she’s the goalie),
failed a math test (she’ll make it up), hurt
Meghan’s feelings (even though they aren’t
really friends), became a social outcast (no one
to sit with at lunch) and had graffiti written
about her in the girls’ bathroom (who knows
what was in the boys’!?!). But don’t worry—Ruby
lives to tell the tale. And make more lists.
Leave it to Psmith - P.G. Wodehouse 2021-03-23
Freddie Threepwood and his uncle are in
difficulties. Freddie wants a thousand pounds to
start a bookmaker’s business and to marry Eve,
while his uncle wants to raise three thousand
pounds, unbeknown to his wife, to help a
runaway daughter. Freddie persuades his uncle
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to steal his wife’s necklace and sees Psmith’s
advertisement in a daily paper. Freddie enlists
the services of Psmith to steal the necklace.
There are plots and counterplots. Psmith is not
successful in stealing the necklace but succeeds
in stealing the affections of Eve.
Not that Kind of Girl - Siobhan Vivian 2011
High school senior and student body president,
Natalie likes to have everything under control,
but when she becomes attracted to one of the
senior boys and her best friend starts keeping
secrets from her, Natalie does not know how to
act.
The Disreputable History of Frankie LandauBanks - E. Lockhart 2009-09-17
The hilarious and razor-sharp story of how one
girl went from geek to patriarchy-smashing
criminal mastermind in two short years, from the
#1 New York Times bestselling author of We
Were Liars and Genuine Fraud. Frankie LandauBanks at age 14: Debate Club. Her father's
"bunny rabbit." A mildly geeky girl attending a
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

highly competitive boarding school. Frankie
Landau-Banks at age 15: A knockout figure. A
sharp tongue. A chip on her shoulder. And a
gorgeous new senior boyfriend: the supremely
goofy, word-obsessed Matthew Livingston.
Frankie Landau-Banks. No longer the kind of girl
to take "no" for an answer. Especially when "no"
means she's excluded from her boyfriend's allmale secret society. Not when her ex-boyfriend
shows up in the strangest of places. Not when
she knows she's smarter than any of them. When
she knows Matthew's lying to her. And when
there are so many, many pranks to be done.
Frankie Landau-Banks, at age 16: Possibly a
criminal mastermind. This is the story of how
she got that way. * National Book Award finalist
** Printz Honor * -Dramarama - E. Lockhart 2017-02-09
From E. Lockhart, author of the New York Times
bestseller and Zoella Book Club 2016 title, We
Were Liars. Two teen theatre-fanatics. One
dream. And SUMMER DRAMA CAMP. All-round
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theatre-enthusiast, Sarah - better known by her
showbiz name, Sayde - is a girl with ambitions
too big for the small and conventional town she
lives in. Her life doesn't have the razzle-dazzle
she craves. For once she wants to feel special,
noticed and be the centre of attention. This
summer Sadye has her talents set on
Wildewood's prestigious theatre summer camp.
And with her best friend Demi - a flamboyant
falsetto, who is equally thrilled to be leaving
their small town of Brenton - they will both
experience a season of hormones, hissy fits, jazz
hands, song and dance, true love and unitards!
But despite all the glitz and glam, there comes
rivalry and competition, and Sadye will have to
prove her talents more than she has ever had to
before. Summer at Wildewood will not only
determine Sadye's future - but will also test her
friendships.
The Lullaby of Polish Girls - Dagmara
Dominczyk 2013-06-04
Includes an interview featuring Dagmara
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

Dominczyk and Adriana Trigiani A vibrant,
engaging debut novel that follows the friendship
of three women from their youthful days in
Poland to their complicated, not-quite-successful
adult lives Because of her father’s role in the
Solidarity movement, Anna and her parents
immigrate to the United States in the 1980s as
political refugees from Poland. They settle in
Brooklyn among immigrants of every stripe, yet
Anna never quite feels that she belongs. But
then, the summer she turns twelve, she is sent
back to Poland to visit her grandmother, and
suddenly she experiences the shock of
recognition. In her family’s hometown of Kielce,
Anna develops intense friendships with two local
girls—brash and beautiful Justyna and
desperately awkward Kamila—and their bond is
renewed every summer when Anna returns. The
Lullaby of Polish Girls follows these three best
friends from their early teenage years on the
lookout for boys in Kielce—a town so rough its
citizens are called “the switchblades”—to the
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loss of innocence that wrecks them, and the
stunning murder that reaches across oceans to
bring them back together after they’ve grown
and long since left home. Dagmara Dominczyk’s
assured narrative flashes from the wild summers
of the girls’ youth to their years of self-discovery
in New York and Europe. Her writing is full of
grit and guts, and her descriptions of the
emotional experiences of her characters
resonate with honesty. The Lullaby of Polish
Girls captures the passion and drama of
friendship, the immigrant’s yearning to be
known, and the exquisite and wistful
transformation of young women coming of age.
Praise for The Lullaby of Polish Girls “A comingof-age tale of three young Polish women [that is]
brimming with teary epiphanies, betrayal and
love, as well as the grit of both New York and
Kielce. [It’s] Girls with a Polish accent.”—The
New York Times “The Lullaby of Polish Girls will
make you swoon. Dagmara Dominczyk has
written a glorious debut novel inspired by her
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

own emigration from Poland to Brooklyn with
depth, intensity, humor, and grace.”—Adriana
Trigiani “An ennui-stricken actress returns to
the old country—and to the friends of her
youth—in Dagmara Dominczyk’s The Lullaby of
Polish Girls, in which solidarity is all about
summer evenings under the stars with a vodka
bottle and a radio playing ‘Forever Young.’
”—Vogue “Compelling . . . an original portrait of
friendship and identity . . . Dominczyk uses a
fresh, confident style.”—People “In this arresting
debut novel, Polish American film and TV actress
Dominczyk pays homage to her native city of
Kielce while capturing the joys, insecurities, and
struggles of three girlfriends coming of age.
Spanning thirteen years, Dominczyk’s absorbing
story is a triptych of tsknota (Polish for a kind of
yearning) and a profound desire for acceptance,
freedom, and home.”—Booklist (starred review)
“The Lullaby of Polish Girls is sexy and sensitive,
with a raw, openhearted center. Dominczyk’s
love for her complicated characters is apparent
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from the first page to the last, and by the novel’s
end the reader cares for them just as
deeply.”—Emma Straub Look for special
features inside. Join the Random House Reader's
Circle for author chats and more.
How Not to Be Popular - Jennifer Ziegler
2010-03-09
Maggie Dempsey is tired of moving all over the
country. Her parents are second-generation
hippies who uproot her every year or so to move
to a new city. When Maggie was younger, she
thought it was fun and adventurous. Now that
she’s a teenager, she hates it. When she moved
after her freshman year, she left behind good
friends, a great school, and a real feeling of
belonging. When she moved her sophomore
year, she left behind a boyfriend, too. Now that
they’ve moved to Austin, she knows better. She’s
not going to make friends. She’s not going to fit
in. Anything to prevent her from liking this new
place and them from liking her. Only . . . things
don’t go exactly as planned.
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

Diplomatic Immunity - Brodi Ashton
2016-09-06
Anna and the French Kiss meets The
Disreputable History of Frankie Landau-Banks in
a romantic and hilarious new novel from Brodi
Ashton, the author of the Everneath trilogy.
Raucous parties, privileged attitudes, underage
drinking, and diplomatic immunity . . . it’s all
part of student life on Embassy Row. Piper Baird
has always dreamed of becoming a journalist. So
when she scores a scholarship to exclusive
Chiswick Academy in Washington, DC, she
knows it’s her big opportunity. Chiswick offers
the most competitive prize for teen
journalists—the Bennington scholarship—which
would ensure her acceptance to one of the best
schools in the country. Piper isn’t at Chiswick for
two days before she witnesses the extreme
privilege of the young and wealthy elite who
attend her school—and realizes that access to
these untouchable students just might give her
the edge she’ll need to blow the lid off life at the
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school in a scathing and unforgettable exposé
worthy of the Bennington. The key to the whole
story lies with Rafael Amador, the son of the
Spanish Ambassador—and the boy at the center
of the most explosive secrets and scandals on
Embassy Row. Rafael is big trouble—and when
he drops into her bedroom window one night,
asking for help, it’s Piper’s big chance to get the
full scoop. Except Piper discovers that despite
his dark streak, Rafael is smart, kind, funny, and
gorgeous—and she might have real feelings for
him. How can she break the story of a lifetime if
it will destroy the boy she just might love?
How to Be Bad - Lauren Myracle 2009-04-21
Three bestselling authors—E. Lockhart, Sarah
Mlynowski, and Lauren Myracle—bring you on
the road trip of a lifetime in this dynamic novel
packed with fun, friendship, and feminism. Jesse,
Vicks, and Mel each has her own reason for
wanting to get away from their nowheresville
Florida town. Add in a hot (and harmless)
hitchhiker, an impending hurricane, and a close
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

encounter of the gator kind, and the result is one
sizzling road trip where the journey is far more
important than the destination. Now in a fresh
new package, YA fans will love going along with
these three powerhouse storytellers on the ride
of a lifetime.
The Basic Eight - Daniel Handler 2009-10-13
Flannery Culp wants you to know the whole
story of her spectacularly awful senior year.
Tyrants, perverts, tragic crushes, gossip, cruel
jokes, and the hallucinatory effects of absinthe -Flannery and the seven other friends in the
Basic Eight have suffered through it all. But
now, on tabloid television, they're calling
Flannery a murderer, which is a total lie. It's
true that high school can be so stressful
sometimes. And it's true that sometimes a girl
just has to kill someone. But Flannery wants you
to know that she's not a murderer at all -- she's a
murderess.
Ruby Oliver 4: Real Live Boyfriends - E. Lockhart
2016-08-11
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From E. Lockhart, author of the New York Times
bestseller and Zoella Book Club 2016 title, We
Were Liars, comes this hilarious and heartwarming series. Yes. Boyfriends, Plural. If My
Life Weren't Complicated, I Wouldn't Be Ruby
Oliver From E. Lockhart, author of the bestseller We Were Liars, and the highly-acclaimed
The Disreputable History of Frankie LandauBanks, comes this hilarious and heart-warming
series. Ruby Oliver is in love. Or it would be
love, if Noel, her real live boyfriend, would call
her back. Not only is her romantic life a
shambles: * her dad is eating nothing but
Cheetos * her mother's got a piglet head in the
refrigerator * Hutch has gone to Paris to play
baguette air guitar * Gideon shows up shirtless *
and the pygmy goat Robespierre is no help
whatsoever Will Ruby ever control her panic
attacks? Will she ever understand boys? Will she
ever stop making lists? (No to that last one.)
Ruby has lost most of her friends. She's lost her
true love, more than once. She's lost her job, her
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

reputation, and possibly her mind. But she's
never lost her sense of humour. The Ruby Oliver
books are the record of her survival.
The Disreputable History of Frankie
Landau-Banks - E. Lockhart 2014-11-01
As a girl, Frankie knows she is supposed to play
by the rules, but the rules were made by old
boys for boys and therefore are not her rules to
begin with. She decides to take matters into her
own hands, outsmarting the secret all-male
society at her rich kid boarding school by
tricking the members, including her own
boyfriend, into believing her increasingly
outrageous commands are their leader's.
Undaunted by her male peers, Frankie contests
the old-fashioned idea that it's the boys who rule
the school proving that girls are not to be
dismissed - even by her own father, a former
member of the all-male society himself!
The Liar Society - Lisa Roecker 2011-03-01
"A page-turning, pearl-clutching mystery!" Kimberly Derting, author of The Body Finder and
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Desires of the Dead "One killer novel." -Lee
Nichols, author of the Haunting Emma series
"The moment you finish, you'll start writing your
fan letter, begging for more." -Adele Griffin,
National Book Award Finalist and author of The
Julian Game and Picture the Dead Since when do
the dead send emails? Kate Lowry's best friend
Grace died a year ago. So when she gets an
email from her, Kate's more than a little
confused. To: KateLowry@pemberlybrown.edu
From: GraceLee@pemberlybrown.edu Subject:
(no subject) Kate, I'm here... sort of. Find
Cameron. He knows. I shouldn't be writing.
Don't tell. They'll hurt you. Now Kate has no
choice but to prove once and for all that Grace's
death was more than just a tragic accident. She
teams up with a couple of knights-in-(not-so)shining armor-the dangerously hot bad boy,
Liam, and her lovestruck neighbor, Seth. But at
their elite private school, there are secrets so
big people will do anything to protect them-even
if it means getting rid of anyone trying to solve a
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

murder...
Pyre - Perumal Murugan 2017-04-17
‘Pyre glows with as much power as [One Part
Woman] did, and adds immeasurable value to
contemporary Indian literature’—The Hindu
Saroja and Kumaresan are in love. After a hasty
wedding, they arrive in Kumaresan’s village,
harboring a dangerous secret: their marriage is
an inter-caste one, likely to upset the village
elders should they get to know of it. Kumaresan
is naively confident that all will be well. But
nothing is further from the truth. Despite the
strident denials of the young couple, the
villagers strongly suspect that Saroja must
belong to a different caste. It is only a matter of
time before their suspicions harden into
certainty and, outraged, they set about exacting
their revenge. A devastating tale of innocent
young love pitted against chilling savagery, Pyre
conjures a terrifying vision of intolerance.
A Couple of Boys Have the Best Week Ever Marla Frazee 2008
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Friends James and Eamon enjoy a wonderful
week at the home of Eamon's grandparents
during summer vacation.
Winger - Andrew Smith 2013-05-14
A teen at boarding school grapples with life,
love, and rugby in this unforgettable novel that
is “alternately hilarious and painful, awkward
and enlightening” (Publishers Weekly, starred
review). Ryan Dean West is a fourteen-year-old
junior at a boarding school for rich kids. He’s
living in Opportunity Hall, the dorm for
troublemakers, and rooming with the biggest
bully on the rugby team. And he’s madly in love
with his best friend Annie, who thinks of him as
a little boy. Ryan Dean manages to survive life’s
complications with the help of his sense of
humor, rugby buddies, and his penchant for
doodling comics. But when the unthinkable
happens, he has to figure out how to hold on to
what’s important, even when it feels like
everything has fallen apart. Filled with handdrawn infographics and illustrations and told in
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

a pitch-perfect voice, this realistic depiction of a
teen’s experience strikes an exceptional balance
of hilarious and heartbreaking.
M Or F? - Lisa Papademetriou 2005
Gay teen Marcus helps his friend Frannie chat
up her crush online, but then becomes convinced
that the crush is falling for him instead.
We Were Liars Deluxe Edition - E. Lockhart
2017-05-23
The New York Times bestseller We Were Liars is
now available as a not-to-be-missed hardcover
deluxe edition! Whether you know how it ends
(shh . . . don’t tell!) or have let too many seasons
go by without discovering the truth about the
Liars for yourself, you will want to get your
hands on the exclusive new content in this
deluxe edition. And act fast: the first printing is
signed by the author! A beautiful and
distinguished family. A private island. A brilliant,
damaged girl; a passionate, political boy. A
group of four friends—the Liars—whose
friendship turns destructive. A revolution. An
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accident. A secret. Lies upon lies. True love. The
truth. We Were Liars is a modern, sophisticated
suspense novel from National Book Award
finalist and Printz Award honoree E. Lockhart. In
addition to the bestselling novel, the collector’s
edition includes: · Never-before-shared letters
from Gat to Cadence · A fascinating behind-thescenes look at the author’s creative process ·
The author’s hand-drawn map of Beechwood
Island and the Sinclair family tree · Unique ideas
for book discussions—Sinclair family–style · An
excerpt from E. Lockhart’s upcoming novel
Genuine Fraud—a psychological thriller that will
leave you breathless Read it. And if anyone asks
you how it ends, just LIE. Praise for We Were
Liars: 20 Weeks on the New York Times
Bestseller List One of James Patterson's
"Favorite Thrillers for the Beach" (The New York
Times) “Haunting, sophisticated . . . a novel so
twisty and well-told that it will appeal to older
readers as well as to adolescents.” —The Wall
Street Journal “A rich, stunning summer mystery
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with a sharp twist that will leave you dying to
talk about the book with a pal or ten.”
—Parade.com “Thrilling, beautiful, and
blisteringly smart, We Were Liars is utterly
unforgettable.” —John Green, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of The Fault in Our
Stars “You’re going to want to remember the
title. Liars details the summers of a girl who
harbors a dark secret, and delivers a satisfying,
but shocking twist ending.” —Entertainment
Weekly “An ambitious novel with an engaging
voice, a clever plot and some terrific writing.”
—The New York Times Book Review “No one
should be talking about the shocking twist
ending. What we can talk about is . . .
[Lockhart’s] razor-sharp portrayal of a family for
whom keeping up appearances is paramount
and, ultimately, tragic.” —Chicago Tribune
The Disreputable History of Frankie LandauBanks - E. Lockhart 2009-08-25
Tells of the life and transformation of Frankie
Landau-Banks who began her teenage years as a
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quiet member of the Debate Club and grew to
become a sixteen-year-old criminal mastermind
with an attitude to match. Reprint.
Family of Liars - E. Lockhart 2022-05-03
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The
addictive prequel to the TikTok phenomenon We
Were Liars: the story of another summer,
another generation—and the secrets that will
haunt them for decades to come. "I anticipated
that at some point a shocking twist would come.
And, wow, does it ever." —The New York Times
"A perfect beach read." —The Boston Globe A
windswept private island off the coast of
Massachusetts. A hungry ocean, churning with
secrets and sorrow. A fiery, addicted heiress. An
irresistible, unpredictable boy. A summer of
unforgivable betrayal and terrible mistakes.
Welcome back to the Sinclair family. They were
always liars.
A Scatter of Light - Malinda Lo 2022-10-04
Last Night at the Telegraph Club author Malinda
Lo returns to the Bay Area with another
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

masterful queer coming-of-age story, this time
set against the backdrop of the first major
Supreme Court decisions legalizing gay
marriage. Aria Tang West was looking forward
to a summer on Martha’s Vineyard with her best
friends—one last round of sand and sun before
college. But after a graduation party goes
wrong, Aria’s parents exile her to California to
stay with her grandmother, artist Joan West.
Aria expects boredom, but what she finds is
Steph Nichols, her grandmother’s gardener.
Soon, Aria is second-guessing who she is and
what she wants to be, and a summer that once
seemed lost becomes unforgettable—for Aria,
her family, and the working-class queer
community Steph introduces her to. It’s the kind
of summer that changes a life forever. And
almost sixty years after the end of Last Night at
the Telegraph Club, A Scatter of Light also
offers a glimpse into Lily and Kath’s lives since
1955.
Real Live Boyfriends - E. Lockhart 2010-12-28
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From E. Lockhart, author of the highly
acclaimed, New York Times bestseller We Were
Liars, which John Green called "utterly
unforgettable," comes Real Live Boyfriends, the
fourth book in the uproarious and heartwarming
Ruby Oliver novels that finds Ruby Oliver as
neurotic and hyperverbal as ever as she
interviews her friends for a documentary on love
and popularity and while doing so turns up some
uncomfortable truths. She’s lost most of her
friends. She’s lost her true love more than once.
She’s lost her grandmother, her job, her
reputation, and possibly her mind. But she’s
never lost her sense of humor. The Ruby Oliver
books are the record of her survival.
Ruby Oliver 1: The Boyfriend List - E. Lockhart
2016-07-14
From E. Lockhart, author of the New York Times
bestseller and Zoella Book Club 2016 title, We
Were Liars, comes this hilarious and heartwarming series. 15 Guys, 11 Shrink
Appointments, 4 Ceramic Frogs and Me, Ruby
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

Oliver Ruby Oliver is fifteen and has a shrink.
But before you make up your mind about her,
you should know that she has had a pretty awful
(and eventful) past ten days. She has: lost her
boyfriend (#13 on the boyfriend list), lost her
best friend, lost all her other friends, did
something suspicious with a boy (#10), did
something advanced with a boy (#15), had an
argument with a boy (#14), drank her first beer
(someone handed it to her), got caught by her
mom (ag!), had a panic attack (scary), lost a
lacrosse game, failed a math test, hurt Meghan's
feelings, became a social outcast, and had
graffiti written about her in the girls' bathroom.
But don't worry, Ruby lives to tell the tale.
Through a special assignment to list all the boys
she's ever had the slightest, little, any-kind-ofanything with, comes an unfortunate series of
events that would be enough to send any girl in
a panic.
The Quiet You Carry - Nikki Barthelmess
2019-03-05
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When seventeen-year-old Victoria Parker is
suddenly placed into foster care, she struggles
to find words for the abuse that upended her
life. Determined to keep her head down, stay out
of trouble, and graduate on time, Victoria soon
realizes that no matter how hard she tries to
move forward, the trauma in her past won’t
leave her alone.
The Unlikelies - Carrie Firestone 2017-06-06
Five teens embark on a summer of vigilante
good samaritanism in a novel that's part The
Breakfast Club, part The Disreputable History of
Frankie Landau-Banks, and utterly captivating.
Rising high school senior Sadie is bracing
herself for a long, lonely, and boring summer.
But things take an unexpected turn when she
steps in to help rescue a baby in distress and a
video of her good deed goes viral. Suddenly
internet-famous, Sadie's summer changes for the
better when she's introduced to other
"hometown heroes." These five very different
teens form an unlikely alliance to secretly right
the-disreputable-history-of-frankie-landau-banks-e-lockhart

local wrongs, but when they try to help a heroinusing friend, they get in over their heads and
discover that there might be truth in the saying
"no good deed goes unpunished." Can Sadie and
her new friends make it through the summer
with their friendships--and anonymity--intact?
This rich and thought-provoking novel takes on
timely issues and timeless experiences with a
winning combination of romance, humor, and
wisdom.
The Loose Ends List - Carrie Firestone
2016-06-07
A refreshing, funny, and moving debut novel
about first loves, last wishes, and letting go.
Seventeen-year-old Maddie O'Neill Levine lives a
charmed life, and is primed to spend the perfect
pre-college summer with her best friends and
young-at-heart socialite grandmother (also
Maddie's closest confidante), tying up high
school loose ends. Maddie's plans change the
instant Gram announces that she is terminally ill
and has booked the family on a secret "death
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with dignity" cruise ship so that she can leave
the world in her own unconventional way - and
give the O'Neill clan an unforgettable summer of
dreams-come-true in the process. Soon, Maddie
is on the trip of a lifetime with her over-the-top
family. As they travel the globe, Maddie bonds
with other passengers and falls for Enzo, who is
processing his own grief. But despite the
laughter, headiness of first love, and excitement
of glamorous destinations, Maddie knows she is
on the brink of losing Gram. She struggles to
find the strength to say good-bye in a whirlwind
summer shaped by love, loss, and the power of
forgiveness.
The Treasure Map of Boys - E. Lockhart
2009-07-28
From E. Lockhart, author of the highly
acclaimed, New York Times bestseller We Were
Liars, which John Green called "utterly
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unforgettable," comes The Treasure Map of
Boys, the third book in the uproarious and
heartwarming Ruby Oliver novels. Ruby is back
at Tate Prep, and it’s her thirty-seventh week in
the state of Noboyfriend. Her panic attacks are
bad, her love life is even worse, and what’s
more: Noel is writing her notes, Jackson is giving
her frogs, Gideon is helping her cook, and Finn
is making her brownies. Rumors are flying, and
Ruby’s already-sucky reputation is heading
downhill. Not only that, she’s also: running a
bake sale, learning the secrets of heavymetal
therapy, encountering some seriously smelly
feet, defending the rights of pygmy goats, and
bodyguarding Noel from unwanted advances. In
this companion novel to The Boyfriend List and
The Boy Book, Ruby struggles to secure some
sort of mental health, to understand what
constitutes a real friendship, and to find true
love—if such a thing exists.
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